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Creating Belonging in San Francisco Chinatown’s Diasporic Community: Morphosyntactic Aspects of Indexing Ethnic IdentityPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		
			This book presents a much-needed discussion on ethnic identification and morphosyntactic variation in San Francisco Chinatown?a community that has received very little attention in linguistic research. An investigation of original, interactive speech data sheds light on how first- and second-generation Chinese Americans...
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Learning ActionScript 3.0: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2008
In this book, authors Rich Shupe and Zevan Rosser share the knowledge they've gained from their years as multimedia developers/designers and teachers. Learning ActionScript 3.0 gives you a solid foundation in the language of Flash and demonstrates how you can use it for practical, everyday projects. The authors do more than just give you a...
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Pentaho Kettle Solutions: Building Open Source ETL Solutions with Pentaho Data IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete guide to Pentaho Kettle, the Pentaho Data lntegration toolset for ETL


	This practical book is a complete guide to installing, configuring, and managing Pentaho Kettle. If you’re a database administrator or developer, you’ll first get up to speed on Kettle basics and how to apply Kettle to create ETL...
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Configuring Exchange 2000 ServerSyngress Publishing, 2001
C.A. Murff  MCSE, MCT, CTT, CNA
 Who should read this book? Anyone looking for clear, relevant answers on how to best utilize their existing Exchange 2000 environment. 

       Configuring Exchange Server 2000 is an intermediate to advanced book for both administrators and developers who are actively using...
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WCDMA (UMTS) Deployment Handbook: Planning and Optimization AspectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A complete and practical guide to WCDMA/UMTS cellular network deployment.
    After introducing the network architecture of such a system, the WCDMA (UMTS) Deployment Handbook defines the coverage and capacity concepts associated with the dimensioning and design phases. Progressing to a discussion of the main system parameters...
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Mobile BackhaulJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Comprehensive coverage of IP/MPLS/Ethernet backhaul technologies and solutions for 3GPP mobile network systems such as LTE, HSPA and GPRS


	Focusing on backhaul from a radio network viewpoint, Mobile Backhaul combines perspectives on mobile networks and transport network technologies, focusing on mobile backhaul specific...
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FiWi Access NetworksCambridge University Press, 2012

	The evolution of broadband access networks toward bimodal fiber-wireless (FiWi) access networks, described in this book, may be viewed as the endgame of broadband access. After discussing the economic impact of broadband access and current worldwide deployment statistics, all the major legacy wireline and wireless broadband access...
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Mastering Windows Server 2016 Hyper-VSybex, 2016

	Build a seamless, flexible, full-service datacenter solution


	Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V is the IT administrator's guide to this rising datacenter solution. Hyper-V has already surpassed VMWare in datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices, and more; this book shows you how to harness...
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A Distributed Pi-CalculusCambridge University Press, 2007
Distributed systems are fast becoming the norm in computer science. Formal mathematical models and theories of distributed behavior are needed in order to understand them. This book proposes a distributed pi-calculus called Dpi, for describing the behavior of mobile agents in a distributed world. It is based on an existing formal language, the...
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LighttpdPackt Publishing, 2008
LightTPD is a secure, flexible, and most importantly, light web server designed and optimized for high performance environments. It is open-source and licensed under the revised BSD license. Its event-driven architecture optimized for a large number of parallel connections, its advanced features (FastCGI, CGI, Auth, Output Compression, URL...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Management and AdministrationSams Publishing, 2009

	SQL Server 2008 is Microsoft’s latest data platform providing data management and analytical solutions for the enterprise. The platform is trusted, ensures business continuity, and is more predictable and more scalable than ever before. Although similar to SQL Server 2005, SQL Server 2008 offers a tremendous number of new features and...
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Enterprise Content and Search Management for Building Digital PlatformsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Provides modern enterprises with the tools to create a robust digital platform utilizing proven best practices, practical models, and time-tested techniques


	Contemporary business organizations can either embrace the digital revolution—or be left behind. Enterprise Content and Search Management for Building Digital...
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